
WORKSHOP
HIROSHI MURASE

30 December TRADITIONAL

REGISTER ONLINE: WWW.TINYURL.COM/8ISSREG

Traditional Shibori: te-gumo + bound resist
Hiroshi MURASE

30 December 2011

Half day: 9:30 – 12:30 // 13:30 – 16:30

PolyU

Max: 20 students.

Te-gumo means hand + spider web. It is one of the original techniques that Arimatsu Narumi villagers
produced over 400 years ago. It is based on the basic binding of cloth but with the use of a simple metal
hook. In this way, cloth can be pleated regularly to effect radiating lines of a spider web or to vary the
amount bound areas so as to achieve a greater number of variations in patterns such as umbrella, stone
wall, etc. There will be a display of vintage shibori kimonos for reference and inspiration. Mr. Murase will
dye the students samples using Mr. Garcia's organic indigo vat on 2nd Jan.

HIROSHI MURASE. A respected shibori artisan and enterprising designer with more than 40 years
experience in the textile field (4th generation textile family). Born into a family of shibori stencil pattern
making artisans in the traditional shibori production center of Arimatsu/ Narumi in Nagoya city, MURASE is
well versed in a wide rage of techniques. He has been teaching shibori from local kindergarten children to
international accomplished artists in U.K., Laos, Australia, Germany, Italy, etc. President and lead designer
of Suzusan, a Japanese manufacturer of refined textiles with a branch in Dusseldorf (est 2008); President
of Shibori.com ("shiboridotcom"); Director of Aichi Prefecture Shibori Industry Association; and Chairman of
World Shibori Network. Hiroshi's work has been exhibited in Italy (Como and Milan); Luxembourg; United
States (New York City and San Francisco); and Japan. suzusan [AT] japan-net.ne.jp || www.suzusan-
shibori.com

Workshop FEE: $ 75 USD, includes lunch. (Students: $50 USD, no lunch)

Materials Fee: $30 USD (240 HKD); collected at workshop (fee was updated 9/29/11)

Students to bring: none.

Instructor will supply each student: binding thread, fabric to be used as well as a metal hook, which can be
used and/or purchased. Instructor will dye the students’ bound cloth outside of the workshop using Mr.
Michel Garcia’s organic indigo vat.


